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Could the Key to Being A Strong Attacking Team Be Your Team 
Defense?
Creating a strong, well organized defensive 
scheme makes a technically weak team more 
competitive and a good attacking team a better 
scoring threat. There is a lack of emphasis on the 
part of some club teams to stress defense in 
thirds of the field both vertically and 
horizontally. With some teams training three to 
four times a week, it not a bad idea to make 
defense the focal point at least one of the 
sessions.

Pursuit of the player with the ball and applying 
immediate pressure is invaluable especially from 
the player who lost the ball. The next closest 
player to the ball should look to close down the 
most destructive passing channel or look to 
double. These are simple rules but should be 
reinforced in any transition from attack to 
defense.

More imperative is how your entire team reacts 
to that moment when they transition from attack 
to defense. Imagine every player on your team 
thinking of purposeful individual roles when the 
ball is won or lost. 

In order to meet success in this structure, it is 
necessary to place the field in thirds with a 
vertical line down the center of the field. Have 
your team on attack and give up possession in 
the various sixths of the field created by the 
cones. 

Examples include: losing the ball as a shot comes 
off the defender at the top of the 18, a defender 
takes the ball from an attacking flank player on 
the end line about to make a cross, a central 
defender plays a square ball to an outside 
defender and it is intercepted. You can create the 
scenarios for your team to react defensively that 
replicate common occurrences in the game.

As soon as the ball is lost, players must react to 
squeezing space vertically and horizontally, while 

cutting down passing channels as they get 
behind the ball. The cones provide spatial 
awareness in relation to the ball. Your role as 
coach is to examine the entire team as they 
react.

It is important to bring out how much your team 
shape changes from attack to defense and the 
value of the entire team making those changes at 
speed. The main priority when losing the ball and 
defending is to not allow the attacking team to 
get their players into space to widen or lengthen 
the field. You do not want the attacking team to 
gain possession comfortably or get into a rhythm 
where they constantly have your defensive team 
moving and able to be exploited.

Start with providing guidance to movement in 
relationship to the ball with just one team. As the 
team attacks from the defensive third and 
moving through the various sixths of the field, 
the ball is left as if the ball was won by the 
defense and the team immediately moves into 
their defensive roles.  Slowly build to playing 
even in numbers on attack and defense so you 
can create common scenarios when losing the 
ball and the proper reaction of the entire team. 
Imagine lines of confrontation from players 
nearest the ball to the roles of players furthest 
from the ball in a coordinated effort to win the 
ball back as soon as possible. Emphasize the 
killer through ball or ball played over the top of 
the last defenders should be effectively taken out 
of play. Make clear the importance of constant 
talk and direction from players on the field in 
this transition.

If the same type of effort and time is put into a 
defensive training session as attacking, your 
team becomes more effective and develops a 
clearer understanding of how important reacting 
to transition has become to the modern game.

AC Milan
Strong in Defense

Training at 
Nova Care Center ‘12



COACHING EDUCATION HONOR ROLL

National E License(s) - 
Rosetree SC
Philadelphia in Spanish 

• Victor Almendarez
• Jamie Analco
• Marcos Hernandez
• Francisca Leon
• Rodolfo Casanova-Nieto
• Victoria Bennett
• Benedicto Carvente
• Jesus Colin-Velasquez
• Dalia Garcia
• Susanna Martinez-Romero
• Enrique Pacheco Jnr
• Genaro Perez
• Martin Ponce
• Paco Prado
• Leonardo Primero-Nava

• Ligia Rivera
• Jose Uribe
• Teodoro Ventura-Castillo
• Carlos Vergara
• Loic Barnieu
• Brendan Burke
• Dana DeMinico
• John DiCriscio
• Jackie Gusic
• Mike Havel
• Ron Lutz
• James Marsh
• Dave Miller
• Dan O’Loughlin
• Sara Ray

• Eric Scholtz
• Katherline Switala
• Kaveh Taghavi
• Shane Dreher
• Mike McCathy
• Jamie Pompetti

UPCOMING COACHING COURSES
E License

Penn Legacy SC 
Millersville University

18-20 January 

D License
Lititz SC

Lititz
25-27 January, 2013
1-3 February, 2013

E & D License
Parkland ASC

Allentown
8-10 March, 2013
15-17 March 2013

ENGLISH PREMIER LEAGUE SPANISH LA LIGA LIGA MEXICAN YOUTH GAMES

Jan. 13, 7:30AM
Man Utd v Liverpool

Jan. 20, 7:30AM
Chelsea v Arsenal 

Jan. 19, 12:00PM
R. Sociedad v Barcelona

Jan. 27, 6:00AM
A Bilbao v A Madrid

Jan. 19, 6:00PM
American v Atlante

Jan. 20, 6:00PM
Guadalajara v Cruz A.

Indoor Cup Finals

Jan. 12, 5:27PM
U12 Girls @ BodyZone

Dec. 13, 6:48PM
U12 Boys @ BodyZone

For more information, details and registration, please visit EPYSA.org

December, 2012
Coaching 
Licenses 
Awarded

National Coaching License Program Updates

Gary Stephenson
EPA Youth Soccer
Assistant Director

of Coaching

Game Watcher

The 2013 US Youth Soccer Workshop will be held in conjunction with the NCSAA Convention in Indianapolis, 
Indiana on January 17-19, 2013.  The US Youth Soccer Workshop schedule will be preceded on Wednesday, 
January 16, 2013 by the tenth National State Technical Directors meeting. One of the main focus points will 
be the report from the US Youth Soccer Coaching Department and the Coaching Committee, to review the 
theory and practical work on the updated “D” license. I will report on the changes next month.
 
Eastern Pennsylvania Youth Soccer’s partnership with Maryland Youth Soccer (MSYSA) and Delaware Youth 
soccer (DYSA) is continuing in 2013, with the National C License being scheduled for August in Delaware at 
the Kirkwood Soccer Club. Registration and further details will be released in February.
 
The National Youth License is scheduled for Eastern Pennsylvania  in August. Details will be released later 
this month.



SIMON ROBINSON, ODP Goal Keeper Coach
MEET THE COACH

2 GKs face each other with balls to the 
side. Coach calls either left or right. 
GKs dive to their left or right, with 
correct diving technique.
Emphasis on good positive forward 
step, correct diving technique, and 
both hands to the ball.

Simon’s 3 Favorite Exercises

GK starts with their back against post. 
Coach calls “Go” GK moves towards 
coach, gets “Set” and attempts to 
make the save.  
Emphasis on quick feet, good set 
position, good angle play and good 
decision making.

GK ‘A‘  passes the ball the through GK 
‘B’s legs to the coach. Coach either 
shoots first time, or takes a touch to 
the left or right for the keeper to 
advance to make a diving breakaway 
save.
Emphasis on good set position, light 
on the feet and quick reactions for 
shot, good timing for breakaway save

Where did you play growing up ? 
I started playing when I was 7 in the 
school playground during playtime. My 
school soccer team coach saw that I had 
a talent for the position and selected me 
for the school team, I played junior 
football in local soccer leagues in my 
hometown of Barrow-in-furness England, 
I represented my County (similar to State) 
from U13-U19, played collegiately at 
Leeds Metropolitan University and played 
semi-professionally for Barrow AFC

Who was your team and hero?
Liverpool supporter and my favorite GK 
was Bruce Grobbelaar & Peter Schmeichel

What makes a good goal keeper and 
goal keeper coach?
A GK needs to first of all have a passion 
for the position, be  athletic, have good 
footwork, good positional sense, good 
timing and of course have good hands. 
Most importantly they need to be good 
decision makers knowing when to save 
and what type of save to make. Good GK 
coaches need personality. If you cannot 
connect with the keeper you are working 
with that is a major problem.  A good 
coach needs to be able to adapt their 
coaching style to the ability of GKs they 
are working with. A good coach should 
be well prepared but have the ability to 
change the session instantly; whether it 
is a progression or even a regression to 
be able to keep the flow going.  

What age should a player focus on 
goal keeping?
Players should not solely focus on keeper 
until 12; allowing them to improve the 

field skills and overall knowledge of the 
game.

What can coaches do to assist their 
goal keepers?
Don’t forget about us!! Try to think 
through the eyes of the GK, its a 
specialized position with a unique set of 
skills required to play it well. Try to plan 
your session incorporating the keeper as 
much as possible, this doesn't mean just 
shooting on them at the end of the 
practice. Include the GK in tactical 
sessions, attack versus defense drills, 
and incorporate them in shooting drills 
that vary the point of attack and allow 
the keeper to make saves. 

Do you train male and female goal 
keepers the same? 
Personally I feel it is more important to 
coach the GK based on their personality, 
ability, work ethic and learning style 
rather than gender. A good coach has 
the ability to work with keepers in a 
group setting, but can still pay individual 
attention to each keeper in the group 
and assist them to improve their skill set 
based on their personality.
  
Does playing on turf or grass help the 
goal keeper?
Both surfaces have their pros and cons. If 
a GK always plays on turf they will see a 
better bounce and a true roll, making 
saves generally easier to complete 
technically. Whereas, the turf can cause 
turf burns and injuries the softer grass 
forgives.  Unless you are playing on 
perfectly manicured fields each week, 
grass fields can have a less predictable 
roll, which requires the GK to be more 

aware of 
each 
situation, 
as the ball 
can be 
redirected 
instantly 
with a bad 
bounce or skid on wet grass. Grass tends 
to be more forgiving on the body. Being 
the purist I like to coach my GK to be 
prepared for all situations as if they were 
playing on a bumpy grass field, this 
prepares them for the most difficult 
situation all the time.
 
American GKs are seen to be strong on 
the world stage - Thoughts?
I think that the American GKs that are 
playing and have played on the world 
stage have done well based on their work 
ethic. They tend to work very hard and 
keep themselves in top shape longer.  I 
think this is helped by a good foundation 
learned from the college game in this 
country. Educating players on training & 
conditioning allows them to perform at 
their best over a longer career.

Any advice on gloves that coaches can 
pass on to their players?
Don't spend crazy money on gloves!!!!! 
The most important thing about gloves is 
personal comfort, and a glove that is 
reasonably priced & feels good. If you 
insist on using the gloves with finger 
protection, look for the ones that allow 
for the plastic spines to be removed and 
let the GK practice with & without the 
spines, this allows for a greater feel on 
the ball.



Goal Keeping - Ball Handling
By Simon Robinson, ODP Goal Keeping Coach

TECHNICAL WARM-UP

SMALL-SIDED ACTIVITY

SMALL-SIDED ACTIVITY

ORGANIZATION / OBJECTIVES 

GKs shuffle in the square. 1 ball 
between them, with a chest pass 
they call GK name and pass the 
ball to the keeper. GK can not 
pass it straight back to the 
previous player
Play 3v1 keep away with the ball 
in the air

COACHING POINT

• Focus on correct catching 
technique

• Move body in line with the ball, 
no reaching

• Head still, eyes fixed on the 
ball

SMALL-SIDED ACTIVITY

ORGANIZATION / OBJECTIVES 

3 Gks work at the same time in 
3s. Gk1s must get set in between 
the markers and receive a serve 
from Gk2s opposite them. Gk1s 
must then move in between the 
next markers for another serve. 
Gk1s have a total of 9 serves

COACHING POINT

• Move quickly into set position
• Body weight should be slightly 

forward on balls of feet
• Adjust body to get inline with 

the ball
• Head still, eyes fixed on the 

ball
• Handling technique ( ‘w’ or 

basket)

ORGANIZATION / OBJECTIVES 

Gks get in pairs, 8 yards apart. 
Gk1 must set in between the 
markers. GK1 must set in 
between the markers facing 
sideways. Gk2 shouts ‘turn’. Gk1 
must turn quickly into position 
and receive a serve. Gks change 
after 10 serves each

COACHING POINT

• Move quickly into set position
• Body weight should be slightly 

forward on balls of feet
• Adjust body to get inline with 

the ball
• Head still, eyes fixed on the 

ball
• Handling technique ( ‘w’ or 

basket)

ORGANIZATION / OBJECTIVES 

Gks get in pairs, 8 yards apart. 
Gk1 must set in between the 
markers. GK1 must set in 
between the markers facing 
sideways. Gk2 shouts ‘turn’. Gk1 
must turn quickly into position 
and receive a serve. Gks change 
after 10 serves each

COACHING POINT

• Focus on correct catching 
technique

• Move body in line with the ball, 
no reaching

• Focus on good body shape 
and weight distribuiton on the 
balls of the feet.

• Head still, eyes fixed on the 
ball



Passing - Basic Technic 
By Mike Barr, Director of Coaching

TECHNICAL WARM-UP

OBJECTIVES 
Three of the servers on the outside 
start with a ball
The inside players check to receive a 
ball, they turn or take their first touch 
to space and then pass to a player 
on the outside without a ball
After each pass, players check back 
to the middle
Players in the middle now tracked by 
a defender Rotate inside, outside, 
and defenders players regularly back 
to the partner. Timed, then use other 
foot.

COACHING POINT
• Get into the line of flight of the ball
• Receive side-on or square on 

based upon immediate
 pressure
• Vision, Check behind as you 

receive the ball
• First touch into space
• Check to create space
• Encourage the server to lead the 

player and the ball to the correct 
foot

EXPANDED SMALL-SIDED ACTIVITY

GAME

OBJECTIVES 
Half on the outside start with a ball in 
a circle, size of center circle or bigger 
depending on talent level
Players in the middle check to a ball
The receiving player takes a touch 
and plays the ball directly back to the 
serving player

After the pass the player must check 
back to the cone
then receive ball from another server
Rotate inside and outside players 
every two minutes

COACHING POINT
• Shoulder on to receive pass
• Pass received across the body
• Cushion the first touch, heel down 

toe up
• Communication with passer
• Eye contact between passer and 

receiver

SMALL-SIDED ACTIVITY

OBJECTIVES 
Target players may run the whole 
length of the end line
Players score by passing the ball to 
the hands or feet of their designated 
target player
Target player receives the ball they 
must then pass to an opposition 
player

Condition - Can only play to the 
target in the final third of the field
Ball must be played on the ground

COACHING POINT
• Set up forward pass with your first 

touch, if available
• Play to the target as early as 

possible
• Examine decision to possess or go 

forward

OBJECTIVES 

5 v 5 plus GK
(GK -3-2)

COACHING POINT

• Passing technical details
• Clean first touch (preparation)
• Strike ball cleanly



Passing - Basic Technic 
By Gary Stephenson, Assistant Director of Coaching

TECHNICAL WARM-UP

OBJECTIVES 

Sequence passing - each player 
is given a number.
1 passes to 2 to passes to 3....
Start with 1 ball then add more.
Limit touches 
Right foot or Left foot only

COACHING POINT

make eye contact
communication
plant foot beside ball
heal down toe up
make contact with inside of foot
correct weight on the pass
see the next pass
opening up body

EXPANDED SMALL-SIDED ACTIVITY

GAME

OBJECTIVES
 
Every player has a ball. Group is split 
into two equal teams. 
Left foot only, right foot only, sprint 
with the ball. 

COACHING POINT

Head up
Change of direction
Lots of touches
Using all surfaces of the foot

SMALL-SIDED ACTIVITY

OBJECTIVES 

1/2 field 4v4
No body can go into the 1yard 
box. When the defense win the 
ball they must possess the ball 
and then play it over the half way 
line. They then become offense.

COACHING POINT

Good communication
‘drop’, ‘square’, ‘hold’
‘down the line’
‘give and go’

OBJECTIVES 

4 v 4 plus GK
(GK -3-1)

COACHING POINT

-Passing technical details
-Clean first touch (preparation)



By Gary Stephenson, Assistant Director of Coaching


